OASIS Freestanding Awning Protective Cover
Installation Instructions
‘Helper Needed’

Tools Needed: Step Ladder (2)

Parts Supplied: Cover, Bungee Cords (7 for 12ft model, 9 for 16ft model)

WARNING: FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN PERSONAL INJURY.

1. Make sure that your Oasis Awning is in the fully closed position.
2. Remove the Protective Cover from its packaging. Orient the Cover so that the sewn hem is facing down.
3. With your helper carefully place the Cover (hem facing down) on top of the Oasis Awning assembly and extend the Cover the length of the Oasis Awning. The Cover is designed to extend approximately 2 inches beyond each end of the Oasis Awning. See Figure 1.

4. Locate the Bungee Cords and insert one of the Bungee Cords through the Grommet at each side of the Cover (see Figure 2) and secure the Loop over the Ball. See Figure 3.

5. Install the remaining Bungee Cords to completely secure the Cover.

Continued on next page.
WARNING: IF YOUR COVER IS SECURED TO THE OASIS AWNING WITH BUNGEE CORDS OR ANY OTHER TIE DOWNS, FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS WHEN REMOVING THE BUNGEE CORDS FROM THE COVER COULD RESULT IN PERSONAL INJURY.

1. To make sure that the Oasis Awning is **completely** closed under the Protective Cover, inspect the following conditions from the end of the Oasis:

   **WARNING**: DO NOT PLACE THE LADDER OR STAND IN FRONT OF THE OASIS AWNING FRONT BARS. DOING SO COULD RESULT IN PERSONAL INJURY.

   a. Check to make sure that the Fabric between the Front Bars and the Roller Bar is tight. See **Figure 4**.
   b. If the Fabric is loose or sagging (see **Figure 5**), push the CLOSE button on your Remote Transmitter or use the manual hand Crank Wand to fully close the Oasis Awning and wrap the Fabric tightly around the Roller Bar.
   c. Check to make sure that the Fabric is now tight between the Roller Bar and Front Bars. See **Figure 4**.

2. Position yourself under the Oasis Awning. Remove the Bungee Cords one at a time.

3. Test the operation of your Oasis Awning using the Open and Close buttons on the Remote Transmitter.